BLO Repertoire
Suggested Scales For Improvising

Marcato (^) symbols indicates chord tones -- land on these if unsure!

Bb instruments (clarinet, trumpet, cornet, tenor & soprano sax)

by Jeff G, Michael Z, & Greg M

### AP Touro 1 -- D Minor Blues like F Major Blues

### AP Touro 2 -- D Harmonic Minor

### Ciganko Moja/Miserlou -- E Hijaz like A Harmonic Minor

### Do What You Wanna 1 -- C Major Blues like A Minor Blues

### Dog Eat Dog 1, Ghost Town 2 -- A Minor (Dorian) like G Major

### Ghost Town 2, Dog Eat Dog 1 -- A Minor Blues like C Major Blues

### If You Want Me to Stay, Do What You Wanna 2, Sweet Dreams 2 -- C Minor Blues like Eb Major Blues

### JJD 1, Ya Move Ya Lose 2 -- G Minor (Dorian) like F Major

### Matador -- B Natural Minor like D Major

### Moliendo Cafe -- E Natural Minor like G Major